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Abstract: Two isolated molars o f Gomphotherium angustidens belonging to a destroyed 
skull have been collected from the coal seam in the brown coal mine o f Bełchatów in 
Central Poland. This seam is situated directly below a tuffite dated at 18.1±1.7 MA. 
Limnic sediments of the same geological level as that bearing the mastodont teeth, known 
as Bełchatów -  С contain a rich fauna o f small mammals pointing to mammalian zone 
MN 4. If the dating o f the tuffite is correct, this discovery suggests that the Proboscideans 
appeared in Poland more than 18 MA ago.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The brown coal mine of Bełchatów in Central Poland contained Miocene shells of 
molluscs and remains of small mammals in the layers of limnic sediments intercalated 
between coal seams. Three main horizons with animal remains have been discovered: the 
upper, called Bełchatów -  A, the middle one, Bełchatów -  В and the lowermost, 
Bełchatów -  С (STWORZEWICZ, SZYNKIEWICZ 1989, STUCHLIK et al. 1990, KOWALSKI 
1993a and b). Recently, for the first time remains of large mammals have been found in 
brown-coal layers. One of them was the skull of a proboscidean discovered by the senior 
author in a thin brown coal seam between limnic sediments overlaying the main coal seam 
of the Bełchatów mine. They form a part of the fossiliferous horizon known as Bełcha
tów -  С. The skull was in a very bad state of preservation and became partly destroyed 
during the exploatation of the coal, so that only two molars could be saved. They are the 
object of the present study.

Directly above the layer with the remains of Gomphotherium a conspicuous layer of 
tuffite can be seen in the section. The circones in the tuffite were dated by track method












